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COVID Vaccine Myocarditis Relapses in Teenage Boys Following Apparently Complete Initial
Recovery: Italian Researchers

By Alex Berenson, August 10, 2023

Both teenagers showed evidence of new heart damage from the recurrences, including high
levels of proteins from injured cardiac muscle. Scans showed one boy had new lesions in his
heart wall, and he needed nearly two weeks of hospitalization.

How Pacific Nations Are Playing US-China Rivalry to Their Advantage

By Salman Rafi Sheikh, August 11, 2023

Today’s global geopolitics is more about great power competition than any other thing. It is
evident from the ongoing military conflict in Eastern Europe, and it is evident from the ways
in which the US has been trying to build a global coalition against China for the past many
years now.

Mayor of Nagasaki Calls for Nations to ‘Break Free’ from Dependence on Nuclear Deterrence

By Roger McKenzie, August 10, 2023

Three  days  after  world’s  first  nuclear  attack  hit  Hiroshima,  destroying  the  city  and  killing
140,000 people, a US warplane released another atom bomb over Nagasaki that claimed
70,000 more victims. Japan surrendered on August 15, ending World War II.
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Operations”

By Scott Ritter, August 10, 2023

Gonzalo Lira, the well-known Chilean-American YouTube personality, has been in the news
lately. A former “lifestyle” coach, Lira re-branded himself as a geopolitical commentator in
the  leadup  to  the  Russian  invasion  of  Ukraine,  providing  gripping  first-hand
observations—often critical of the Ukrainian government and contradictory of the Ukrainian
narrative—that were posted on YouTube.

Fauci Successor at NIAID Peddled Dangerous Remdesivir Drug as ‘Silver Bullet’  Against
COVID-19

By Jordan Schachtel, August 10, 2023

Dr.  Jeanne Marrazzo,  the newly minted successor to Dr Anthony Fauci  at  the National
Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), was recently one of America’s chief
hype women for  an antiviral  drug that  is  now unanimously  considered an unsafe and
catastrophically failed treatment for Covid-19.

All the News the CIA Sees Fit to Print

By David Talbot, August 10, 2023

When Kiriakou was a CIA official,  he says,  the agency leaked regularly  to  The Washington
Post correspondents Woodward, David Ignatius and Joby Warrick—as well as “a half-dozen
reporters” at The New York Times—because Langley spymasters knew they “will carry your
water.”

Make Peace, You Fools! America’s Proxy War with Russia Has Transformed Ukraine into a
Graveyard.

By Douglas Macgregor, August 10, 2023

Instead of  approaching the negotiating table,  Washington discarded the caution,  given
Russia’s  nuclear  arsenal,  that  had  guided  previous  American  dealings  with  Moscow.
Washington’s  political  class,  with  no  real  understanding  of  Russia  or  Eastern  Europe,
subscribed to the late Senator John McCain’s notion that Russia was a “gas station with
nuclear weapons.”
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‘Watershed Moment’: Over 700 Academics Equate Israeli Occupation with Apartheid

By Middle East Eye, August 10, 2023

More than 700 academics and public figures from Israel, Palestine and other countries have
signed  an  open  letter  equating  Israel’s  occupation  of  the  West  Bank  with  apartheid,
signalling what supporters say is a “watershed moment” for how Israel’s occupation is
viewed.

Video: Pfizer’s “Secret” Report on the COVID Vaccine. Beyond Manslaughter. The Evidence
Is Overwhelming. The Vaccine Should be Immediately Withdrawn Worldwide

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, August 10, 2023

The report is a bombshell. The vaccine was launched in mid-December 2020. By the end of
February  2021,  “Pfizer  had  already  received  more  than  1,200  reports  of  deaths  allegedly
caused by the vaccine and tens of thousands of reported adverse events, including 23 cases
of spontaneous abortions out of 270 pregnancies and more than 2,000 reports of cardiac
disorders.”

China Trade Going Down. A Country in Crisis. Significant Reduction of Chinese Exports to US
and EU

By Karsten Riise, August 10, 2023

China’s property market is down, and in spite of few young Chinese people, the youth
unemployment is running above 20%. South Korea depends on exports to China (especially
chips) and saw its exports fall 16.5% in July. Biden and the Neocons are rejoicing — their
anti-China trade & sanctions policy is succeeding.
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